
MAINTENANCE

IA RENEWAL

COURSE

LOCATION: 

Houston Convention Center; 

Room; Room 370 A/D  

COURSE LENGTH: 

One day, 8 classroom hrs.

DATE / TIME: 

Wednesday, July 15, 2015

0800 – 1700 hours

INSTRUCTORS: 

RICHARD KOMARNISKI is the
president of Grey Owl Aviation
Consultants Inc., an industry leading
provider of human factors training
and has been active in the aircraft
maintenance field since 1974. He
holds Canadian and U.S. Pilot and
Aircraft Mechanic Certificates and has
worked as a Director of Quality
Assurance, Base Engineer, and
Airworthiness Inspector. Richard has
dedicated his time since 1991 to
developing and facilitating human
factors workshops for the aviation
maintenance community as well as
Safety Management System training
for organizations. Additionally,
Richard enjoys sharing his ideas on
aviation safety through industry
publications and at association
conferences.

DANA KERRICK has been in the
business of rotor blade overhaul and
repair for 28 years. He holds a
repairman’s certificate in rotor blade
repair. Dana has been in Aviation for
39 years beginning his career in the
Air Force as a mechanic on B-52
bombers. He is a commercially rated
fixed-wing/rotor-wing/instrument pilot.
He also holds instructor’s certificate
ASMEL, instrument and rotorcraft.

COURSE OBJECTIVES: This course provides several classes relevant to

aviation maintenance and maintenance management. The primary

instructor is Mr. Richard Komarniski who will present classes on Human

Factors in Maintenance and Safety Management Systems for Maintenance.

Students will also be provided with information regarding Rolls Royce field

maintenance, rotor blade preventative maintenance and also valuable

information on rescue hoist maintenance and repair. The 8-hour course has

been approved by the FAA to meet all requirements necessary for annual

renewal of Inspection Authorization Certificates.

INTENDED AUDIENCE: This course is intended for all maintenance

technicians certified as having Inspection Authorization Certificates as well

as aviation maintenance managers and aviation unit supervisors.

COURSE OUTLINE

DAY ONE

0800 – 1000 Rotor-blade Preventive Maintenance Dana Kerrick

1000 – 1100 Rolls Royce Field Maintenance Mike Broderick

1100 – 1200 NVIS Aircraft Comformity Requirements and Procedures Shawn Woodworth

1200 – 1300 LunchOn  Own

1300 – 1500 Human Factors in Aviation Maintenance Richard Komarniski

1500 – 1700 SMS in Maintenance Richard Komarniski

MICHAEL BRODERICK is an A&P whose career spans over 30 years working in various facets of the helicopter industry, with an emphasis on the light to
medium turbo-shaft engines. He also holds a B.S. in Aviation Administration. Mike is currently the Vice-President of Business Development or Helicopter
Engine Repair Overhaul Services (H.E.R.O.S.), Inc. Located in Glendale, CA, H.E.R.O.S. is an FAA and EASA approved overhaul facility for Rolls-Royce 250
turbo-shaft engines and Honeywell fuel management systems. Mike has produced several seminars discussing basic trouble shooting and maintenance tips
on the Rolls-Royce 250 engine and Honeywell fuel system. His shared information comes from experience, as well as formal training from factory sponsored
classes. Along with his des at H.E.R.O.S., he writes maintenance themed articles for Air Maintenance Update – an industry-leading periodical focused
specifically towards the maintenance professional.

SHAWN WOODWORTH began working at Aviation Specialties Unlimited, Inc. in 2006. His credentials include FAA Inspection Authorization (IA), as well as, 
Airframe and Powerplant (A&P) Mechanic, with Avionics Certificate, which he has held for over a decade. Mr. Woodworth has conducted a variety of aviation 
maintenance operations for companies in the United States, gaining experience on over 40 airframes. As Quality Manager/Chief Inspector, Mr. Woodworth, is 
responsible for directing, planning, and laying out the details of inspection standards, methods and procedures used by the FAA Part 145 Repair Station in 
complying with all applicable Federal Aviation Regulations and manufacturer's specifications. Mr. Woodworth is also instrumental in the development design 
and certification of ASU’s STCs.


